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Abstract

The third generation, high-briiliance, hard x-ray, synchrotron radiation
(SR) sources currently under canstructian (ESRF at Grenobie, France; APS at
Argonne, Illinois; and SFring-8 at Harima, Japan) wiil usher in a new era of x-ray
experimentation far both physical and biological sciences. One of the most exciting
areas of experimentation wiil be the extension of x-ray scattering and diffraction
techniques to the study of transient or time-evolving systems. The high repetition
rate* short-pulse duration, high brilliance, and variable spectral bandwidth of these
sources make them ideal for x-ray time-resolved studies.

The temporal properties (bunch length, interpuise period, etc.) of these new
sources will be summarized. Finally, the scientific potential and the technological
challenges of time-resolved x-ray scattering from these new sources wiil be
described.

Introduction

The unique properties of synchrotron radiation, particularly, the high flux
and temporal modulation, naturally lend it tor use in time-resolved x-fay studies.
Over the last several years, the kinetics of a variety of interesting transient
physical systems with time scales spanning from hours to nanoseconds have been
explored using radiation emitted from storage ring sources. Both the scientific and
technical aspects of many of these time-resolved experiments have been chronicled
in several recent review articles and/ar workshop proceedings [1-4], and the
reader is referred to these existing papers far a more detailed account of research in
this expanding field. Hence, the content of this presentation will focus on the
advances in the field of time-resolved studies that might arise with the advent of the
next (third) generation of storage ring sources currently being constructed in
Europe, Japan, and the United. States, The discussion here will be limited ta sources
designed ta optimize radiation output in the hard x-ray region (i.&, E > tQ keV).

Third Generation Sources

Third generation synchrotron radiation sources can be characterized as
dedicated, low-emittance storage rings optimized for high brilliance x-ray beams
(see Fig. 1). Put another way, these storage rings have been carefully designed to
provide numerous, long, straight sections for insertion devices (wigglers and
undulators) and a particle beam with a small source size and divergence. Three such
storage ring sources are currently in various stages of completion: the European



Synchrotron Radiation Faciiiiy (ESRF) in Grenofaie, France: the Super Photon Ring
(SPring-S) in Harima, Japan; and the Advanced Fhoton Source (AFS) in Argonne,
Illinois, USA. Although !fre celsiis of each af these storage rings are different, ail
have similar design goals and specifications. 1 wiil use the specifications for the AFS
as archetypical of a third generation synchrotron source because I am most famiiiar
with them: I will also attempt to point out major differences between the sources if
relevant to time-resoived studies. (Detailed specifications of the radiation
properties of these new sources can be found in references [5], [6] and f7].} The
storage ring is specifically designed to accommodate a large number (>3G) of long
(up to 5 meter) insertion devices. Particle beam emittances are approximately 1
nanometer-radian in the vertical and TQ nanometer-radian in the horizontal; the
vertical emittsnce being determined by the need Xa be approximately equal to the
rrsturai vertical opening angle af the first hanrrcnic af the undulstar, typicafly 7 Q-
15 micraradians. The third generation sources have particJe beam energies in the
range from 6 to 8 GeV. This beam energy is required to produce x-rays in the 4 to
4Q keV range from the first and third harmonics of planned undulatcrs. A by-
product of this high particle energy is a high flux af very hard x-rays (E>50 KeV)
produced from high field wigglers installed in straight sections. Because of the beam
energy required, the circumference of these rings is large, 1104 meters in the case
of the AFS, corresponding to relatively long arbitai periods (3.68 microseconds at
the APS). However, that wiil not be the repetition rate cf the radiation under
normal operating conditions. In order to achieve the design current of t{JC
miiliamperes while maintaining the low emiitance, multi-bunch operation will be
required. At this time, the APS plans to achieve this current levei with 20 equally
spaced bundles (1&4 nanosecond spscing), while the ESHF wiil attempt to
accomplish this design goal with SS2. bunches (2.E nanosecond spacing). The typical
bunch length far these sources will be 50.-1 CO. picoseconds (the APS calculated
bunch length is 72 picoseconds FWHM).

Time-Resolved Experiments an Third Generation Sources

Flux increases cf st least one order of magnitude aver that at existing sources
are expected from insertion devices an third generation sources through the 10. keV
to TOO. keV energy range (see Fig. 2). Clearly, arr increase of this; magnitude will
make an impact on flux hungry experiments such as time-resoived: x-ray diffraction
or dispersive EXAFS and XANES. increased flux will allow smaller apertures to. be
used with those experiments where small beam sizes are required, for example, to
examine traveling interfaces due to physical processes such as pressure waves,
combustion fronts, thermal waves, etc.

The large number cf hard x-rays generated from these sources may facilitate
time-resalved experiments under extreme conditions such as high pressure-; and
high/low temperatures. High energy photons are particularly useful for these types
of experiments in which th& x-rays must pass through the walls Gf environmental
cells (diamond anvii cells, furnaces, cryestats, etc.) to get to tnd from the sample.
In addition, highly ccilimated beams may be required in order to illuminate the
desired, portion of the sample so that the parameters of interest (pressure,
temperature, etc.) are relatively uniform throughout the volume of sample being
probed.



It is dear, however, that these new sources wiil have the greatest impact on
those experiments that depend en beam brilliance. Increases in beam brilliance four
orders of magnitude greaio than that available at existing synchrotron facilities are
expected at the APS and equivalent sources. This improvement in beam brilliance
should allcw one to consider brilliance-limited: experiments, which are currently
difficult to perform in a statfc mode (such as higb-resoluticn scattering
experiments, surface scattering, ultra-small angle scattering, and micraprabe
experiments), in a time-resolved mcce. In addition, high brilliance may also play
an important role in fiux-limited experiments since the weil-collimated beams
should reduce off-axis aberrations from apticai components thereby facilitating
better focusing performance for obtaining smail beam sizes.

Although one generally associates high brilliance with the concept of more
highly callimatec phctons en a sample, third generation sources wiil provide other
interesting; and useful radiation properties such as coherence. The applications of
coherent x-ray beams to time-resolved studies may be prove tc be very useful
indeed. Qrre such application is an extension of what is called in the visible region of
the spectrum dynamic light scattering or intensity fluctuation spectroscapy [8]. In
the visible portion at the electromagnetic spectrum, one can observe this phenomena
via the so-called speckle patterns that result when coherent fight is scattered. Using
this effect, time-resolved studies of critical fluctuations near phase transitions, for
instance, are investigated with visible light. The length scales that can be studied is
limited by the wavelength of the probing light, which is several thousand Angstroms
for visible light. Using x-rays, one could probe the dynamics of processes at
atomic-length scales, opening up a host of new possibilities for time-resolved,
equilibrium and non-equilibrium thermodynamic studies. The ksy to the success of
this type of experiment is the production of an x-ray beam that is both transversely
and longitudially coherent over the scattering volume of the sample. The third
generation of high-brilliance x-ray sources wiil have a considerable amount cf
coherent x-ray flux (see Rg. 3}. AiJhough only a fraction of the total number cf
photons emitted at that wavelength sre coherent, there is ample flux for many types
of time-resolved diffraction experiments. For instance, on an APS undulator nearly

1 Q1 ^ photcns/sec-G.1%bw of transversely coherent photons wiil be emitted: near
SkeV. [Trie longitudinal coherence length, l_c of the radiaticn is determined by the

monochromaticity erf me beam: 1̂ = QJ 2.) {XI &1). ]

None of the experiments mentioned; above make direct use of the modulated
time structure of the radiation. One of the more: interesting proposed applications of
the pulsed nature of the radiation is its use to capture transient phenomena in large
macromolecular crystals. In particular, if it were possible to cbtain a usable
diffraction pattern from a crystal with the x-rays from one bunch cf particles, then
the temporal resolution of such a technique could be less than tOQ picoseconds.
Since it is clear that a crystal couic not be rotated over reasonable angles on this
timescale, monochromatic techniques that use angle integrating methods are not
appropriate. An alternative to the monochromatic technique is a polychromatic Laue
method in which a wavelength integration is performed by the diffracting planes.
Such an approach is ideal far time-resolved experiments, it has been calculated that

between 1Q1 Q and TQ13 photons are required to produce a interpretabie Laue
photograph [S]. If a broad-energy bandwidth input beam is used, say 5-15 keV,



then, in this bandwidth from cne burst of x-rays from a wiggler en the APS running

with 5 ma per bunch, approximately 4 x Id"1 c photons/horizontal milliradian wiil
be emitted. By collecting over the full horizontal extent of the wiggier beam and

slightly increasing the bandwidth, this number cauld be increased to over 1 01 *
photons per burst. Several years ago, the feasibility of such experiments were
explored using an AFS-prototype unduiator installed in the Cornel!
Bectran/Pasitian Storage Ring (CESR) [Taj. Singie-puise diffracticn patterns were
collected, although not in a time-resolved mode nor with the necessary quality to
permit new structural information to be extracted.

Summary

Althcugh the third generation cf synchrotron radiation sources will provide
unparalleled opportunities for researchers interested in time-resolves studies,
there are still many technological and experimental challenges that need attention.
At the risk of being too parochial, i will mention the work the AFS staff has been
doing to address some of the important instrumentation issues. Obviously, one
critical area is detector development. There are ciasses of time-resolved
experiments that are already constrained by detector limitations with currently
operating sources. New sources wiil arriy exacerbate the situation. Development of
high-caunt-rate and fast-framing cne-and twe-dimensionai detectors wiil be
crucial to the success of many proposed time-resolved experiments. A
programmable Charge Coupled Device (CCD) detector has been developed by the staff
of the APS that allows operation in a "streak camera" mode {Rg. 4) permitting 1-0
frame transfers to be completed in approximately 2 microseconds [11]. This is an
important milestone since it means that, when the storage ring is ran in single-
bunch made (as may be required fcr some timing experiments), a frame transfer
can be completed before the next burst of x-rays arrives. Thus, the temporal
resolution jumps from 2 micrasecotrds ta the duration of the burst itself,
approximately 1Q0 picoseconds. We have just begun to investigate two-dimensional
arrays that have similar framing rates.

As mentioned above, there may be the need to run in a special timing mode
(i.e., ane-bunch mode) for certain types; of experiments. Because it is expected that
only 5 milliamperes of current wiil be in a single bunch, timing; modes; are usually
not appreciated by the other users because the current in the storage ring and,
hence, the fiux and brilliance ar& reduced to a small fraction of the usual value: 5%
in the example cited here. Ta lessen the effect cf running in a timing mode on other
users not interested in timing experiments, we are locking into possible techniques
of altering the natural time structure of the ring in a local way (i.e., on selected
beamiines) by using high speed mechanical choppers; and modulating mirrors and
manochramaters [12]. Single pulses have been successfully isolated with
mechanical choppers on large storage rings such as CESR [t3[ where the irrterpulse
period is long (2.56 microseconds). We hope to pursue this approach further to see
if it is applicable to the APS when more than one bunch of stored particles are in the
ring.

Perhaps the most daunting hurdle, however, is uniform (spatial and
temporal) excitation of the sample. This problem, however, is not unique to time-



resolved studies involving synchrotron radiation, and, fortunately, cne csn borrow
techniques from other disciplines (such ss time-rsscived taser techniques) ta
overcome this challenge. Certainly the next decade, as the: ESRF, SPring-8, and APS
ail become fully operational, wiil t e an exciting and stimulating time for those
interested in the study cf transient phenomena using x-rays.
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Figure Captions

Rg.T Plot cf x-ray brilliance as a function cf x-ray energy fcr the Advanced
Photcn Scurce and severs! existing sources currently operating in the United:
States.

Rg.2 A pjct of the x-ray flux as a function cf x-ray energy fcr e r e cf the wiggiers
planned far the Advanced Phctcn Source and several existing scurces
currently operating in the United. States.

Re.3. A plot of the number cf transversely (spatially} coherent phetens as s
function of energy fcr one of the proposed undulators to be placed an the
Advanced Proton Source.

Re.4 Schematic cf the experimental arrangement for operating a CCO detector in a
cne dimensional fast timing mode. An x-ray cpaque mask ccvering all pixels
except 'he top raw is placed between the: detector aid. x-rays. The tap,
exposed, raw af pixels is iiluminsted by the x-rays far a pre. r^bed amcaint
of time and then parallel transferred tc the adjacent raw behind: the mask.
This transfer time can occur in several microseconds. The pixels raws behind
the mask are Lissd. as storage until the entire CCD array is filled, at which
time it is read aut serially.
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